Code and Cipher Building Level 1
Scytales
Believed to be an ancient Roman transposition
cipher, a scytale involves transposing the letters in
a message by writing them on a long piece of paper
wrapped around a cylinder.

What you need:
What you do:

• 1 strip of paper

1. Think of a word or phrase you would say to
someone and write it here. ___________________

• 2 pieces of tape
• Pencil
• Cardboard tube
What you do:
1. Tape one end of your strip of paper to one end
of your cardboard tube.

Create

Another easy way to create coded messages is by
substituting numbers for letters.
• Paper and pencil

What you need:

2. Wrap the paper around the tube until you have
covered the whole tube, and tape the other end
of your paper strip to the tube.
3. Count the number of times you wrapped the
paper around the tube. That is the number
of letters you can use for your message.
4. Think of a word or phrase with the correct
number of letters. Write the message vertically,
using one letter per wrap of paper.
5. Write random letters in lines down the other
sides of the tube, still writing only one letter
per wrap.
6. Remove the strip of paper and give it to a friend
to try to decipher.
Tape this
end down

Number Coding

Wrap
paper
around
the tube

1
AFM 2
GOK 3
HOX 4

2. Next, assign each letter of the alphabet a number.
The easiest way to do this is to start with the
letter A and the number 1 and continue through
the alphabet (B2, C3, D4 …). If you want to be
tricky, you could go backward through the
alphabet (Z1, Y2, X3 …). You can also use random
numbers, but you must be careful not to use the
same one for more than one letter. Write your
code in the box below.
3. Now write out the number for each letter in your
message on the line below the box.
4. Cut along the dotted line and give this part
of the sheet to a friend so they can decode
and read your message.

A____

H____

O____

U____

B____

I_____

P____

V____

C____

J____

Q____

W____

D____

K____

R____

X____

E____

L____

S____

Y____

F____

M____

T____

Z____

G____

N____
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• Spy School: Code Breakers and Makers
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